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About This Game

9Dragons is a free to play, 3D MMORPG with fluid martial arts combat, lush environments, and intense PvP. Immerse yourself
in a mesmerizing world set in ancient China at the beginning of martial arts chivalry. Choose your destiny by siding with the

"White" or "Black" clans and devote yourself to becoming a true martial artist.

Background

In an ancient time in China, the nine heroes (each was dubbed as Dragon), leading one's respective clan, competed to become
the One. Through numerous battles and wars, they competed. However, there was one event that drove everyone to doom, the

War of Nine-Dragons. Some speculated that there were love-hate relationships among nine clans and their leaders. However, no
one was able to provide the real answer that triggered such a tragic event, which caused all of nine clans to disappear from the

land.

Many years passed by, six clans which suffered relatively less from the War than others, resurfaced. And so, our story of Nine
Dragons begins...
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Title: 9Dragons
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
JoongWon Games
Publisher:
RedFox Games
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 3 1GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 2MX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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For 2 bucks you have about 10 minutes worth of experience. It's fine for what it is. It'll be a nice experience for parents or other
people new to VR. I would have liked at least a couple more rooms to explore though.. I'd say this was a work in progress with a
lot of potential .
Depending on what the developers do next could swing this either way .
They were very good at getting back to me when I had an issue .
Its a bit expensive at the moment for whats there , but it already has a lot more than when I first got it .
You wont build a massive complex with it at the moment and not sure what you will be able to do with it once you can .
Not sorry I got it but your call .. It's a really nice puzzle game with cute art. Not too hard :P. Takate is a powerful ally, but i had
NO idea that this was payed dlc.. Unless its free, I cant , in good conscience, say its worth the money.. I guess by todays
standards, its "cheap" for a dlc, but thats in comparison to the absolutely abysmal prices set for todays severely overpriced,
garbage!

Hes badass, but buy if you really need the questline.. No, its really not all that.. I htink Takate is in the game regardless, and
what they call "Quests" in this game is a joke.. You wouldnt even really know it wasnt there.. It does add some different
enemies, during the quest, but other than all the poison, you wouldnt know it was missing if you didnt have it.. I would pass!. I
played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch and can confirm it works. So this is not the worst party mini-game collection out
there. The sheer quantity of games ensures you'll at least enjoy 1 or 2 of them. But the overall quality is just not very good.
Several of the mini-games are just waves shooters that play almost exactly identically. And it was very rough navigating the UI, I
had to click on options several times to get them to function properly.

There are some new game types that I had never played before. The Stream picker is something original I had not seen before in
VR and it was very challenging (although not really fun). There were some twists on game types that made them seem new like
the Explosives Range, which was probably the most fun mini-game. Even the Safehouse was a twist on the normal ol' wave
shooter (and was the most fun wave shooter in the collection).

If the mini-games were more fun I could forgive the poor graphics, sounds, and enemy UI. I think the poor hit detection on the
flying bottle game just left a sour taste in my mouth. I don't think I would invite friends over to play this party mini-game
collection. So it's a close call, but I can't recommend this game.

Sale Price Rating 4.5\/10 ... I would recommend this at $1.99 but expect a little more for $3.99, especially with the Rec Room
being free and all and being much better or the Lab even.. I think the paint job on the loco is great also this SD40-2 to me drives
better all around then the others and the sound of the loco is very good I love this one.. Short and Sweet Mystery VN Worth
checking out.. Better than battlefield v. An interesting document for all interested in the early history of Polish gaming, and a
powerful dose of nostalgia for all who lived back in those days. If you are either, you should watch it.
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10\/10 was able to date Santa Claus. Fascinating game, have to use common sense and dice rolling to uncover randomly
generated mysteries. Your team of investigators may or may not have a traitor in its midst.. Coming from the first two Dark Fall
games this one was a huge disappointment. I miss the ghost-hunting and the eerie historical Cornwall vibe I got from the
previous games. Even though this takes place in the Station Hotel, it doesn't feel like the same setting as the first game.

Lost Souls relies way too heavily on boring, over-used tropes from the modern horror genre:

Creepy little girl? Check.
Scribbles on the walls? Check.
Old hospital paraphernalia? Check.
Scary dolls and mannequins? Check.
Random gore? Check.
Nonsensical jump scares? Check, check, check, and check.

Definitely play the first two Dark Fall games (and the Lost Crown games from the same dev), but I say pass on this one unless
you get it at a huge discount.. The classic theme was indeed the best feature included in this version. Sadly, a lot of my favorite
songs are locked. BUT the Forever Friends package is almost 50% cheaper than the Android version even without the launch
discount. Maybe I'll buy it someday.. Little to no skill or attention required. Just poke it now and again and you might get a
reward.
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